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SUMMARY

• Decisions do, and should, depend on values and proba-
bilities--both subjectiv, quantities. Public decisions ,
even more than other kinds, also should depend on values and
probabilities. These quantities should be public , not only

¶ in the sense of being publishable, but also in the sense
that th. values, and perhaps the probabilities, that lie
behind the decision should depend on some kind of social
consensus , or at least on some kind of aggregation of m di-
vidual views, rather than on any single individual ’s views.

• The thrust of this paper is that a public value is a
value assigned to an outcome by a public, usually by means
of some public institution that does the evaluating. This

• amounts to treatin g “a public” as a sort of organism whose
values can be elicited by some appropriate adaptation of the

• methods already in use to elicit individual values . Front
-• 

this point of view, the interest of the probl em lies in
finding the appropriate adaptation of those methods, an
adaptation that will take into account individua l disagree-
ments about values , individual differe nces in relevant
expertise, existing social structures for makin g public
decisions, and probl ems of feasibility.

Argi~~snts over public policy typically turn out to
•- hinge on disagreements about values. Such disagreements are

often about degree , not kind ; developed and developing
- • nations may agree on the virtue s both of increased industri-

alization and decreased degradation of the environment, but
may differ about the relati ve importance of these goals .
Normally, such disagreements are fought out in the context
of specific decisions, over and over again, at enormous

• social cost each time another decision must be made.

- - - - Multi—attribute utility measurement can spell out
explicitly what the values of each participant (decision-
maker , expert , pressure group , government , etc.) are, show
how much they differ , and in the process can fr.quently
reduce the extent of such differences. The exploitation of
this technology permits regulator y or administr ative agencies
and other public decision-makin g organizations to shift

• their attantion from specific act ions to the value s theee
actions serve and the decision-makin g mechanisms that implement
these values. My explicitly negotiating about, agreeing on,
and (if appro priat. ) publici zing a set of valu s, a d cision—
making organization can, in effect, inform thos. affected
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by its decisions about its ground rules. This can often
remove the uncertainty inherent in planning, and can often
eliminate the need for costly, time-consuming, case-by-case
advers ary or negotiating proceedings. Thus, explicit social
policies can be defined and implemented with more efficiency
and less ambiguity. Moreover, such policies can easily be
changed in response to new circumstances or changing value
systems, and information about such changes can be easily,
efficiently, and explicitly disseminated, greatly easing the

& task of implementing policy change.
H The paper is structured around three examples. One is

• land use management; the specific example will be a study

~ I aimed at the decision problems of the California Coastal
I I Coi~~ission. The decision—making body in this case is a

I regulatory agency exposed to a wide variety of social pres-
sure. from those with stakes in its actions.

- The second example is concerned with administrative
decision-making , specifically, with the process that the
Office of Child Development of the U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare used to develop its research
program for the 1974 fiscal year.

The third example is more abstract; it concerns an
attempt to develop a consensus among disagreeing experts on
water quality, about a measure of the merits of various
water sources for two purposes: the input, before treat-
ment, to a public water supply, and an environment for fish

• and wildlife.

The focus of this paper is on planning. I do not
- understand the differences among evaluations of plans,

• evaluations of ongoing projects, and evaluations of corn-
pleted projects; all seem to me to be instances of the same
kind of intellectual activity. Multi-attribute utility
measurement can and, I believe, should be applied to all
three; the only differenc. is that in ongoing or completed
projects there are more opportunities to replace judgmental
estimates of locations on value dimensions with utility
transforms on actual measurements--still subjective, but

- with firmer ground in evidence.
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PREFACE

This report is a slightly edited version of a speech
delivered at a conference of the International Institute
of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) held in Laxenburg,
Austria on 21 October 1975.
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HOW TO USE MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY
MEASUREMENT FOR SOCIAL DECISION MAKING

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Decisions do, and should, depend on values and proba-
bilities——both subjective quantities. Public decisions,
even more than other kinds, also should depend on values and
probabilities. These quantities should be public, not only
in the sense of being publishable, but also in the sense
that the values, and perhaps the probabilities, that lie
behind the decision should depend on some kind of social
consensus, or at least on some kind of aggregation of in—
dividual views, rather than on any single individual’s
views .

I

The problem of obtaining such aggregate numbers differs
for values and probabilities. A strong case can be made
that probabilities should be generated out of data and
expertise whenever both are available. Unless you happen to
have a pocket calculator handy, your opinion about whether
or not the natural logarithm of 222 is 540258 is not nearly
so good as mine ; I just calculated it. Considerations of
social justice, every man’s right to his own opinions , and
the like , while never utterly irrelevant even to probabilities ,
b ccsns less and less important as differences in expertise
become increasingly relevant. For that reason , this paper
will. ignore the many fascinating problems of combining or
reconciling conflicting views about probabilities, and will
deal only with th• problem of public values.

As this paper later discusses in d•tail , the same point
made in the preceding paragraph about probabilities applies

1
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to values as well. Some aspects of value, specifically the
location of the objects to be evaluated on the relevant di-
mensions of value, are also often matters of obje~tive
information , expertise, or some mixture of both. Yet most
of us would agree that individuals are entitled to disagree
about values and to have those disagreements respected and
taken into account in public decision making. How can this
be done?

Arrow ’s famous impossibility theorem (1951) has been
interpreted by some as offering an answer: it can’t. I
cannot bring myself to take that answer very seriously,
though I believe the theorem. Public decisions are made
every day, and they do respond to individual differences in
values in a crudely aggregative fashion. In my view, Arrow
simply did not make sufficiently strong assumptions. For
one thing, he worked with ordinal rather than cardinal
utility; this paper takes cardinal utilities for granted.
For another , he was unwilling to assume the interpersonal
comparability of utilities. Yet, with or without axiomatic
justification, we do in fact compare strengths of preference
every day. That argument, carried to its extreme, would
lead to the rather uninteresting idea of making social
choices on the basis of averaged utilities of the people

J affected. We often do make social choices by mechanisms
(e.g., voting) that have that flavor. But that is not the
thrust of this paper.

The thrust of this paper is that a public value is a
value assigned to an outcome by a public , usually by means
of some public institution that does the evaluating. This
amounts to treating “a public” as a sort of organism whose
values can be elicited by some appropriate adaptation of the
m thods already in use to elicit individual values. From
this point of view, the interest of the problem lies in
finding the appropriate adaptation of those methods, an

2
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I
adaptation that will take into account individual disagree-
ments about values, individual differences in relevant

• expertise, existing social structures for making public
decisions, and problem. of feasibility.

• The paper is structured around three examples. One is
land use management; the specific example will be a study
aimed at the decision problems of the California Coastal

• Commission. The decision-making body in this case is a
regulatory agency exposed to a wide variety of social pressures
from those with stakes in its actions. Because this public
exposure to organized pressures is so explicit in this
example , the paper will deal with it at great length; most
of the issues that arise in this form of social decision-
making arise also, often in subtler and more muted forms, in
other decision contexts.

The second example is concerned with administrative
decision-making; specifically, with the process that the
Office of Child Development of the U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare used to develop its research
program for the 1974 fiscal year. It is the only one of the
three examples in which the tools were used to make real
decisions.

In a way, administrative decisions ar e misleading. The
presence of a senior administrator with off ical power to
make the decisions suggests, incorrectly, that that adminis-
trator’s values are being maximized by the decisions made.
Seldom is the case that simple. For one thing, ever y boss
has a boss, and attempts to take the values of his superiors
into account in his own decisions. Moreover, every competent
boss has a staff whose views he respects and whose values he
regards as relevant, often more relevant than his own.
Finally, administrative agencies often serve specific public
constitu encies, in addition to serving some abstract and

1 
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I

impersonal ideal of the public good. The fact that values
I ~ differ from one staff member to another and from one con-

stituency to another makes the case of the administrative
decision—maker not greatly different from the case of the
regulatory commission. By the time pressures from above and
from below are taken into account, little room may be left
for the administrator ’s own personal values.

The third example is more abstract; it concerns an
attempt to develop a consensus, among disagreeing experts on
water quality, about a measure of the merits of various
water sources for two purposes: the input, before treat—

4 ment, to a public water supply, and an environmen t for fish
• and wildlife. The experts were all involved in public

decisions about water, but each worked in a different juris-
-
~ 4

t diction, so no need for consensus as a basis for decision
existed . Still, agreed on measures of water quality for
these purposes would be very useful . - 

-

The ideas presented in this paper are closely related
to, and grow out of , those contained in Edwards (1971),
Edwards and Guttentag (1975), and Edwards, Guttentag, and
Snapper (1975) . Conceptually, these discussions overlap.
Also, they are closely related to those presented by Bauer
and Wegener (1975), and indeed we, following their lead but
not their footsteps, are also engaged in exploring the
fusion of multi—attribute utility measurement with differen-
tial equation modeling as a tool for social planning. While
this paper , being primarily concerned with existing appli-
cations, does not discuss that fusion, it may help the
reader to keep its possibility in mind as a reason for this
discussion of approaches to conflicting social values.

The focus of this paper is on planning. I do not
understand th diff.r.nc.s among evaluations - of plans ,
evaluation s of ongoing .toj cts, and evaluation s of oompl.ted

4
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projects; all seem to me to be instances of the same kind of
intellectual activity. Multi-attribute utility measurement
can and, I believe, should be applied to all three; the only
difference is that in ongoing or completed projects there
are more opportunities to replace ju dgmental estimates of
locations on value dimensions with utility transforms on

J actual measurements--still subjective, but with firmer
ground in evidence.

The fundamental idea in a nutshell is this: Arguments
over public policy typically turn out to hinge on disagree-
ments about values. Such disagreements are often about
degree, not kind; developed and developing nations may agree
on the virtues both of increased industrialization and

‘1 decreased degradation of the environment, but may differ
about the relative importances of these goals. Normally,
such disagreements are fought out in the context of specific
decisions, over and over again, at enormous social cost each
t ime another decision must be made. Multi-attribute utility

• 
measurement can spell out explicitly what the values of each
participant (decision-maker , expert, pressure group, government,
etc.) are, show how and how much they differ , and in the
process can frequently reduce the extent of such differences.
The exploitation of this technology permits regulatory or
administrative -~enci.s and other public decision—making
organizations to shift their attention from specific actions
to the value s these action s serve and the decision -making
mechanisms that implement there values. By explicitly
negotiating about , agreeing on, and (if appropriate ) pub-
licizing a set of values , a decision—making organization
can , in effect, inform those affected by its decisions about -

its ground rules. This can often r move the uncertainty
inherent in planning , and can often eliminate the need for
costly, time-consuming, case—by-case adversary or negotiating
proo.edinqs. Thus , zplictt social policies can be defined
and implemented with more efficiency and lees ambiguity.
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Moreover, such policies can easily be changed in response to
new circumstances or changing value systems; and information
about such changes can be easily, efficiently, and explicitly
disseminated, greatly easing the task of implementing policy
change.
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2 • 0 A TECHNIQUE FOR MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY MEASUREMENT

Edwards (1971) has proposed the following technique for
multi-attribute utility measurement based on extensive use
of simple rating procedures. While it lacks the theoretical
elegance of techniques proposed by, for example , Raiffa
(1968 , 1969) or Keeney (1972), it has the great advantage of
being easily taught to and used by a busy decision-maker, or
member of a decision—making staff organization. Moreover,
it requires no judgments of prefer ence or indifference among
hypothetical entities. My experience with elicitation
procedures suggests that such hypothetical judgments are
unreliable and unrepresentative of real preferences; worse,
they bore untutored decision-makers into either rejection of
the whole process or acceptance of answers suggested by the
sequence of questions rath er than answers that reflect their
real values, or both.

The basic idea of multi—attribute utility measurement
is very familiar (see , for example , Raiffa, 1968). Every
outcome of an action may have value on a number of different
dimensions. The technique, in any of its numerous versions,
is to discover those values, one dimension at a time, and
then to aggregate them across dimensions using a suitable
aggregation rule and weighting procedure. Probably the most
widely used, and certainly the simplest , aggregation rule
and weighting procedure consists of simply taking a weighted
linear average; only that procedure will be discussed here.
Theory, simulation computations , and experience all suggest
that weighted linear averages yield extremely close approxi-
nation, to very much more Complicated non-linear and inter active
~tru~~ utility functions, while remaining far easier to
elicit and understand. (Bee, for example, Milks, 1938;
Daw s and Corrigan, 1974; and linhorn and Hoqarth, 1975 )

4 7
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2.1 Procedure

The technique consists of ten steps.

Step 1: Identify the person or organization whose
utilities are to be maximized. If, as is often the case ,
several organizations have stakes and voices in the decision,
they must all be identified. People who can speak for them
must be identified and induced to cooperate.

Step 2: Identify the issue or issues (i.e., decision)
to which the utilities needed are relevant. Depending on
context and purpose, the same objects or acts may have many
differen t values. In general, utility ii a function of the
evaluator, the entity being evaluated, and the purpose for
which the evaluation is being made. The third argument of
that function is sometimes neglected .

~~~~~ Identify the entities to be evaluated . Formally,
they are outcomes of possible actions . But in a sense , the
distinction between an outcome and the opportunity for
furth.r actions is usually fictitious. The value of a
dollar is the value of whateve r one chooses to buy with it;
the value of an educa tion is the value of the things the
educated person can do that he could not have done otherwise.
Since it is always necessary to cut the decision tree somewhere ,
that is, to stop considering outcomes as opportunities for
further decisions and instead simply to treat them as outcomes
with intrinsic values, the choice of what to call an outcome
becomes largely on. of convenience. In practice, often it
is sufficient to treat an action itself as an outcome. This
amounts to treating the action as having an inevitable
outcome, that is, of assuming that uncertainty about outcomes
is not involved in the evaluation of that act ion . Parad oxi-
cally, this is fr qusnt ly a good technique when the outcome
ii utterly uncertain, so uncertai n that it is impractical or

— - - . • -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~ - -
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not worthwhile to explore all its possible consequences in
detail and assign probabilities to each.

When uncertainty is explicitly taken into accoun t in
social decision making, often the tool of choice for doing
so is a set of scenarios, each with a probability. A scenario

-. is simply a hypothetical future, organized around the stakes
in the decision at hand and looking at the effect of various
exogenous factors on their value. Considerable sophisticated
experience in combining the use of scenarios with multi-
attribute utilities exists, but is not yet available in
print.

Step 4: Identify the relevant dimensions of value for
evaluation of the entities. As Raiffa (1969) has noted,
goals ordinarily come in hierarchies. But it is often
practical and useful to ignore their hierarchical structure,
and instead to specify a simple list of goals that seem
important for the purpose at hand .

It is important not to be too expansive at this stage.
The number of relevant dimensions of value should be modest,
for reasons that will be apparent shortly. This can often
be done by restating and combining goals , or by moving
upward in a goal hierarchy. Even more important, it can be
done by simply omitting the less important goals. There is
no requirement that the list evolved in this step be complete,
and much reason to hope tha t it will not be.

~~~~~~ Rank the dimensions in orde r of importance.
This ranking job, like Step 4 , can be performed either by an
individual or by representatives of conflicting values
acting separately or by those representatives acting as a
group. I prefer to try group processes first, mostly to get - - -

the argumsnts on the table and to make it more likely tha t . ‘

the participants start from a comeon information base, and

9
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then to get separate judgments from each individual. The

separate judgments will differ, of course , both here and in
the following step.

Step 6: Rate dimensions in importance , preserving
ratios. To do this, start by assigning the least important
dimension an importance of 10. (We use 10 rather than 1 to
permit subsequent j udgments to be finely graded and neverthe-
less made in integers.) Now consider the next-least-important
dimension. How much more important (if at all) is it than
the least important? Assign it a number that reflects that
ratio. Continue up the list , checking each set of implied
ratios as each new judgment is made. Thus, if a dimension
is assigned a weight of 20, while another is assigned a
weight of 80, it means that the 20 dimension is 1/4 as
important as the 80 dimension, and so on. By the time you
get to the most important dimensions, there will be many
checks to perform; typically, respondents will want to
revise previous judgments to make them consistent with
present ones. That ’s fine; they can do so. Once again ,

4 individual differences are likely to arise.

Step 7: Sum the importance weights, divide each by the
sum, and multiply by 100. This is a purely computational
step which converts importance wieghts into numbers that,
mathematically, are rather like probabilities. The choice
of a l—to—lOO scale is , of course, completely ar bitra ry.

At this step, the folly of including too many dimen-
sions at Step 4 becomes glaringly apparent. If 100 points
are to be distributed over a set of dimensions and some
dimensions are very much more important than others, then
the less important dimensions will have non-trivial weights
only if there are s~ t too as -ny of them. As a rule of thumb,
8 dimensions is plenty , and I S is too many. Knowing this,
you will want at Step 4 to discourage respondents from being

~~ 4I4 
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too finely analytical; rather gross dimensions will be just
right. Moreover , the list of dimensions may be revised
later, and that revision, if it occurs , will typically
consist of including more rather than fewer dimensions.

Step 8: Measure the location of each entity being
evaluated on each dimension. The word “measure” is used
rather loosely here. There are three classes of dimensions:
purely subjective, partly subjective, and purely objective.
The purely subjective dimensions are perhaps the easiest;
you simply get an appropriate expert to estimate the position
of the entity on that dimension on a 0-to-100 scale, where 0
is defined as the minimum plausible value and lAO is defined
as the maximum plausible value. Note “minimum and maximum

t plausible” rather than “minimum and maximum possible .” The
minimum plausible value often is not total absence of the
dimension.

A partly subjective dimension is one in which the units
of measurement are objective, but the locations of the
entities must be subjectively estimated.

A purely objective dimension is one that can be measured
non-judgmentally, in objective units , before the decision .
For partly or purely objective dimensions , it is necessary
to have the estimators provide not only values for each
entit y to be evaluated , but also minimum and maximum plau sible
values, in the natura l units of each dimension.

At this point we can identify a difference of opinion
among users of multi-attribute utility measurement. Some
(e.g. Edwards, 1971) are content to draw a straight line
connecting maximum plausible with minimum plausible values
and then to use this line as the source of transformed
location measures. Others, such as Raiffa (1968) , advocate
the development of dimension-by-dimension utility curves.

11
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I
Of various ways of obtaining such curves, the easiest way is
simply to ask the respondent to draw graphs. The X-axie of
each such graph represents the plausible range of performance
values for the attribute under consideration. The Y-axis
represents the ranges of values or desirabilities or utilities
associated with the corresponding X values.

Strong reasons argue for the straight-line procedure
whenever the underlying dimension is conditionally monotonic
that is, either more is better than less or else less is
better than more throughout the plausible range of the
dimension regardless of locations on the other dimensions.
These reasons essentially are that such straight lines will
produce close approximations to the true value functions
after aggregation over dimensions; correlations in excess of
.99 are typical. Still, respondents are sometimes concerned - -

about the non-linearity of their preferences, and may prefer
to use the more complicated procedure. Additionally, pref-
erences may not be monotone. Partly for these reasons , two
of the three studies reported in this paper use non-linear
value curves, though they avoid the elaborate techniques
dependent on hypothetical indifference judgments that have
often been proposed to obtain such curves.

A comeon objection to linear single-dimension value
curves is that they ignore the economic law of diminishing
returns. If you both prefer meat to drink and regard meat as
more important than drink, and your utility function is
linear with quantity of meat, you will keep on buying and
perhaps consuming meat till you die of thirst . The objec-

~~~~~ tion is valid in scm. contexts, especially those in which
the dimensions of value are separable, as they are in a 

I 

-

coemodity bundle, or those in which the set of available
options is so rich that the dimensions might as well be
separable. For contexts like those used as examples in this
paper, the objection is irrelevant; linear single-dimension

H 12
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value curves could have been used whenever conditional
monotonicity applies in all three examples. The option of
reducing less important dimensions to near-zero values did
not exist.

In what sense, if any, are rescaled location measures
comparable from one scale to another? The question cannot
be considered separately from the question of what “ impor-
tance, ” as it was j udged at Step 6 , means. Formally, judgments
at Step 6 should be designed so that when the output of Step
7 is multiplied by the output of Step 8, equal numerical
distances between these products correspond to equal changes
in desirability. Careful instruction is usually needed to
comaunicate this thought to respondents.

Step 9: Calculate utilities for entities. The equation
is:

U~ ~ ~~~W
j 
ll jj  —

remembering that ~ w — 100. U is the aggregate utility
for the i entity. w is the normalized importance weight
of j dimension of value, and u is the rescaled position
of the i entity on the j dimension. Thus, wj is the
output of Step 7 and uij is the output of Step 8. The
equation, of course, is nothing more than the formula for a
weighted average.

Step 30: Decide. If a single act is to be chosen , the
rule is simple: maximize U~. If a subset of i is to be
chosen, then the subset for which ~ U~ is maximum is best.

A special case arises when one of the dimensions, such
as cost, ii subject to an upper bound; that is, there is a
budget constraint. In that case , Steps 4 through 10 should
be done ignoring the constrained dimension. The ratios

the cost of the ~th entity, should be chosen in 
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decreasing order of that ratio until the budget constraint
is used up. (More complicated aritheuttic is needed if pro—
grams are interdependent or if this rule does not come very
close to exactly exhausting the budget constraint.) This is
the only case in which the benefit-to-cost ratio is the
appropriate figure on which to base a decision. In the
absence of budget constraints, cost is just another dimen-
sion of value, entering into U~ with a minus sign, like
other unattractive dimensions. In the general case, it is
the benefit-minus-cost difference, not the benefit-over-cost
ratio, that should usually control action.

An important caveat needs to be added concerning benef it-
to—cost ratios. Such ratios assume that both benefits and
costs are measured on a ratio scale, that is, a scale with a
true zero point and ratio properties. The concepts both of
zero benefit and of zero cost are somewhat slippery on close
analysis. A not-too-bad solution to the problem is to
assume that you know what zero cost means, and then attempt
to find the zero point on the aggregate benefit scale. If
that scale is reasonably densely populated with candidate
programs, an approach to locating that zero point is to ask
the decision maker, “Would you undertake this program if it
had the same benefits it has now, but had zero cost?” If
the answer is no, it is below the zero point.

The multi—attribute utility approach can easily be
adapted to cases in which there are minimum or maximum
acceptable values on a given dimension of value by simply
excluding alternatives that lead to outcomes that transgress
these limits.

2.2 Flexibilities of the Method 
-

Practically every technical step in the preceding list
has alternatives. For example, Keeney (1974) has proposed
use of a multiplicative rather than an additive aggregation

L _  
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rule. Certain applications have combined multiplication and
addition. The methods suggested above for obtaining location
measures and importance weights have alternatives; the most
common is the direct assignment of importance weights on a
0—to—lOO scale. (We consider this procedure inferior to the
one described above, but doubt that it makes much practical
difference in most cases.)

Because its emphasis is on simplicity and on rating
rather than on more complicated elicitation methods, I call
the above technique a Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Tech-
nique (SMART). I leave to critics the task of extending the
acronym to show that its users are SMART-alecs.

2.3 Independent Properties

Either the additive or the multiplicative version of
the aggregation rule assumes value independence. Roughly,
value independence means that the extent of your preference
for location a2 over location a1 of dimension A is unaffected
by the position of the entity being evaluated on dimensions
B, C, D, . . . Value independence is a strong assumption,
not easily satisfied. Fortunately, in the presence of even
modest amounts of measurement error, quite substantial
amounts of deviation from value independence will make
little difference to the ultimate number U~, and even less
to the rank ordering of the U~ values. IFor recent dis-
cussions of the robustness of linear models, on which this
assertion depends, see Dawes and Corrigan (1974) and Einhorn
and Ifogarth (1975).] A frequently satisfied condition that
makes the assumption of value indeDendence very unlikely to
cause trouble is conditional monotonicity; that is, the
additive approximation will almost always work well, if, for
each dimension , either more is preferable to less or less is
preferable to more throughout the range of the dimension
that is involved in the evaluation for all available values

15
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of the other dimensions. When the assumption of value
independence is unacceptable even as an approximation, much
more complicated models and elicitation procedures that take
value dependence into account are available.

A trickier issue than value independence is what might
be called environmental independence. The traffic congestion
caused by a coastal development is extremely likely to be
positively correlated with the number of people served by
the development. Yet these two dimensions may be value-
independent; the correlation simply means that programs with
both little traffic congestion and many people served are
unlikely to present themselves for evaluation .

Violations of environmental independence can lead to
double counting. If two value dimensions are perfectly
environmentally correlated, only one need be included in the
evaluation process. If both are included, care must be
taken to ensure that the aggregate importance weight given
to both together properly captures their joint importance.
For example, if number of people served and traffic congestion
were perfectly environmentally correlated and measured on
the same scale after rescaling, if they had equal weights,
and if one entered with a positive sign and the other with a
negative sign into the aggregation, the implication would be
that they exactly neutralized each other, so that any feasible
combination of these two variables would be equivalent in
value to any other feasible combination. The decision maker

~~~ is unlikely to feel that way, but may have trouble adjusting
his importance weights to reflect his true feelings. His
life could be simplified by redefining the two dimensions
into one, e.g., number of people served, taking into con-
sideration all that that entails with respect to traffic.

The problem is trickier if the environmental correlation
ii high but not perfect. But the solution remains the same:

16
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Try, whenever possible, to define or redefine value dimen-
sions in order to keep environmental correlations among them
low. When that cannot be done, check the implications of
importance weights and location measures assigned to environ-
mentally correlated dimensions to make sure that their
aggregate weight properly reflects their aggregate importance.

Similar comments apply, though transparent examples are
harder to construct, when the sign of the environmental
correlation and the signs with which the dimensions enter
into the aggregate utility function are such that double
counting would over- rather than under-emphasize the impor-
tance of the aggregate of the two dimensions.

A final technical point should be made about environ-
mental correlations.1 In general, if you must choose one
entity from all the possibilities, the correlation between
the dimensions will be large and ni’gative. In the technical
language of decision theory , the point is simply that the
undominated set of entities (i.e. the contending entities)
must lie on the convex boundary and so are necessarily
negatively correlated with one another. This point becomes
much less significant when one is selecting a number of 3
entities rather than just one, since the selection of each
entity removes it from the choice set, redraws the convex
boundary of remaining entities, and probably thus reduces
the negative correlation.

Unfortunately, the higher the negative environmental
correlation among value dimensions, the less satisfactory
becomes the use of the value independence assumption as an

am grateful to David Beaver, who first called the issue
discussed in th. following paragraphs to my attention.

U
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approximation when value correlations are actually present .
At present, I know of no detailed mathematical or simulation
study of the effect of size of the environmental correlation
on acceptability of the value-independence approximation.
This question is likely to receive detailed examination in
the next few years.
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3 • 0 ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE

3.1 Example 1: Land Use Regulation by the California
- Coastal Commission2

Prior to 1972, two hundred separate entities--city,
county, state, and federal governments, agencies and corn-
missions—-regulated the California coast. The citizens of
California, in reviewing the performances of these two
hundred entities , were apparently dissatisfied, and in a
voter-sponsored initiative during the general election of
1972, the voters approved legislation placing coastal zone

54 
planning and management under one state commission and six
regional commissions. In passing the Coastal Zone Conser-

-

~ t vation Act by 55% of the vote, the voters established decision
makers with ultimate authority (other than appeal to the

- 

courts) to preserve, protect, restore, and enhance the
I environment and ecology of the state’s coastal zone.3

- 1

The coastal zone is defined in the Act as the area
between the seaward limits of state jurisdiction and 1,000
yards landward from the mean high-tide line. Any plan for
development within the coastal zone must be approved by the

4 appropriate regional commission before it can be carried
t 

out. Disapprova],s can be appealed to the state cou ission

I 

and then to the courts if necessary. (Development permits
are similar to other types of building permits and authorize
only the specific activities named.)

The South Coast Regional Co ission (Region V) cc.-
- , 

- 
prising Los Angeles and Orange counties is one of the six

2This example, based on Dr. Peter Gardiner’s PI~.D. thesis(Gsrdiner , 1974), has also been discussed at length in
- 

- - 
- Gardiner and Edwards (1975).3California Coastal lone Conssrvation Act. 1972.
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regional commissions. Los Angeles county is heavily urbanized
and in 1970 contained 35% of the total state population and
41% ot the state’s coastal county population. Los Angeles
county includes the coastal cities of Long Beach, Redondo
Beach, Hermosa Beach, Manhattan Beach, Los Angeles (Venice
and the harbor area) , Santa Monica , and unincorporated
county areas such as Marina del Rey. These cities and areas
all contain portions of the coastal zone that are under the
control of the Region V Commission . Approximately one
billion dollars worth of development was authorized in the
first year of the commission’s activities and over 1,800
permits were acted upon. A backlog of as many as 600 permit
requests awaiting action has existed. The evaluation and
decision—making tasks that confront the Region V Commission
members are important, far-reaching, difficult and contro-
versial.

Although the Act specified that certain attributes
should be considered in making evaluations, it fails to
specify just how t~h~,(are supposed to enter into the evalua-
tion process. Nor doe. the Act specify how the Commissioners
are to balance the conflicting interests affected by their

-

- 

- decisions. In effect, the Act implies that individual com-
missioners assigned to the Commission will represent the
interests of all affected parties with respect to the coastal
zone in Region V. How this is to be accomplished is left
unspecified. In practice , attempts to - ‘include the preferences
and valus judgments of interested groups and individuals

~~~~~~~~ occur when the Commission holds public advocacy hearings on
permit requests. Under these procedures , opposing interest
groups express their values and viewpoints as conclusions,
oft n based on inconsist.nt sets of asserted facts or no
facts at all, in the form of verbal and written presenta-
tions at the open hearings.

20 
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3.1.1 Procedure - Fourteen individuals involved in
coastal zone planning and decision makin g agreed to parti-
cipate in this study. Included were two of the current
Coastal Commissioners for Region V, a number of active
conservationists, and one major coastal zone developer. The

— purpose of this study was to test the consequences of using
multi-attribute utility measurement processes by having

• participa nts in or people close to the regulatory process
with differing views make both individual and group evalua-
tions of various proposals for development in a section of
the California coastal zone. Evaluations were made both
intuitively and by constructing multi-attribute utility
measurement models.

To provide a common basis for making evalua-
tions, a sample of fifteen hypothetical but realistic permit
requests for development were invented. The types of permits
were limited to those for development of single-family
dwellings, duplex, triplex, or multi-family dwellings (owned
or for renting) . Dwelling unit development (leading to
increased population density ) is a major area of debate in
current coastal zone decision makin g. Most permit applica-
tions submitted to the Region V Commission thus far fall
into this class. Moreover, permits granted in this class
will probably generate further permit requests. Housing
development tends to bring about the need for other develop-
ment in the coastal zone such as in public works, recreation,
transportation, and so on. The permit applications provided
eight items of information about the proposed development
that formed the information base on which subjects were
asked to make their evaluations. These eight items were
abstraced from actual staff reports currently submitted to
the Region V coasta l commissioners as a basis for their
evaluations and decision asking on current permit appli-
cations. The C~~~issioners’ staff reports do have some
additional information such as the name of the applicant and
so on, but the following items are cruc ial for evaluations

_______ 21
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1. Size of development. The number of square feet of

the coastal zone taken up by the development.

2. Distance from the mean high-tide line. The loca-
tion of the nearest edge of the development from
the mean high—tide line measured in feet.

3. Density of the proposed development. The number
of dwelling units per acre for the development.

4. On-site parking facilities. The percentage of
cars brought in by the development that are pro-
vided parking space as part of the development on-
site.

5. Building height. The height of the development in
feet (17.5 feet per story).

6. Unit rental. The dollar rental per month (on the
average) for the development. If the development
is owner-occupied and no rent is paid, an equiva-
lent to rent is computed by taking the normal
monthly mortgage payment.

7. Conformity with land use in the vicinity . The
density, measured on a five-point scale f rom much
less dense to much more dense , of the development
relativ, to th. average density of adjacent resi-
dential lots.

a

S. Esthetics of the develo~a.nt. A rating on a scale
from poor to excellent.

Each of the invented permits was constructed to report a
level of performance for each item. They rsre as realistic

- 
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as possible and represented a wide variety of possible
permits.

Each subject answered seven questionnaires. In
general, the participants had 5 days to work on each of the
questionnaires. In the process of responding to the seven
questionnaires each subject (1) categorized himself/herself
on an eleven-point continuum that ranged from very conser-
vationist—oriented to very development-oriented ; (2) evaluated
intuitively (holistically) 15 sample development permit
requests by rating their overall merit on a 0-to-lOO point
worth scale; (3) followed the steps of multi-attribute
utility measurement outl ined previously and in so doing
constructed individual and group value mode].s;4 and (4 )

I reevaluated the same 15 sample permit requests intuitively a
-~ second time. Subjects did not know that the second batch of

permits was a repetition of the first.

The location of the proposed developments was
Venice, California, which is geographically part of the city
of Los Angeles, located between Santa Monica and Marina del
Rsy. Venice has a diverse population and has been called a
microcosm, a little world epitomizing a larger one (Torgerson ,
1973). In many ways, Venice presents in one small area
instances of all the most controversial issues associated
with coastal zone decision making. 

-

4The evaluation and decision asking in this study are assumed
to be riskless. Decisions involving permit requests, by
the nature of the permits themselves, suggest that the con-sequences of approval or disapprova l are known with certainty .
The developer states on his permit what he intends to do
if the permit is approved and is thereby constrained if
approval is gran ted . If the request is disappro ved , there

• will be so d.ve1o~e,~nt , unless the pre sent or subseq uent
~~ ser of the land presents a new or revised request . Revi.-

- 

- - siom of both permit req uests to meet commission objectives
- ~~~~~~~

- often occurs , both before and after the original hearing . In
that sense , the C~~~issicn ’s decisions are risky , but the

- 
- possibility was omitted from th. pr esent study.
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After the initial questionnaire, in which the
subjects categorized themselves according to their views
about coastal zone development, the fourteen individuals
were divided into two groups. Group 1 was the eight more
conservationist-minded subjects and Group 2 was the other
six subjects whose views, by self-report, ranged from moderate
to strongly pro-development.

In both the intuitive evaluation and multi-
attribute utility measurement tasks, the subjects reported
no major difficulty in completing the questionnaires. An
example of one participant’s value curves and importance
weights is shown in Figure 1. The abscissae represent the
natural dimension ranges and the ordinates represent value
ranging from zero to one hundred points. Although the value
curves shown are all monotone and could therefore be linearly
approximated as indicated earlier , eleven of the fourteen

-
‘ 

subjects produced at least one non—monotone value curve.
Accordingly, this study used the actual value curve s for
each subject rather than the linear appro ximation .

To develop group intuitive ratings and group
value models, each individual in a group was given, through
f eedback, the opportunity of seeing his group’s initial
responses on a given task (intuitive ratings, importance
weights, etc.) and of revising his own judgments. These
data were f d  back in the form of group means. Averaging
individual responses to form group resp onses produced the
results sho,m in Table 1. Table 1 shows in column 2 test-
retest holistic evaluations of the 15 sample permits. These
correlations are computed by taking the mean group ratings
for each permit on the initia l (test) intuitive evaluation
and the second (retest) intuitive evaluation . The test
holistic-SMART evaluation correlations are co~~uted by
cciep.rinq a group value model’s ratings of the 15 sample

-~~~
- , ~ permits with the group’s initial intuitive evaluations. The
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TEST RETEST
EVALUATIONS HOLISTIC-SMART HOLISTIC-SMART

GRWP (RELIABILITY) EVALUATIONS EVALUATIONS

1 0.949 0.944 0.917

2 0.867 0.665 0.873

TABLE 1: GROUP PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS

group value model is found by computing the mean importance
weights and mean value curves for the group and then evaluating
each permit using th. group ’s valu e model. The retest
holistic-SM ART evaluation correlati ons are similar except
that the second intuitiv e evaluatio n is used .

As can be seen from Table 1. each group ’s value
model, constructed according to the procedures of multi-
attribute utility measurement, has apparently ~captured” the
holistic evalua tions of the group reasonably well. The
interesting questio n is then, what is the effect of using a
group’s value models vs. a group’s intuitive evaluation?’

To answer this question , a two-way analy sis of
varianc i of permit worths was conducted • The independent

- - - -



variables were groups and permit requests. These results
indicate that the two groups initially (i.e., by holistic
intuitive evaluations) represented differing viewpoints
(i.e., were drawn from differing populations) although the
differences were not dramatic. Substantial percentages of
variance were accounted for both by group main effects and
by permit-group interactions for the first-test holistic
evaluations. Results for the retest were similar. Both
findings indicate differing viewpoints between the two
groups. The main effect could be caused , however, by a
constant evaluation bias alone. The key indication of
differing viewpoints is the interaction term. The use of
each group’s value model evaluations instead of their intui-
tive evaluations causes the percent of variance accounted
for by the interaction to drop from 12% to 2%. Figure 2
shows this difference dramatically. The multi—attribute
utility technique has turned modest disagreement into sub—
stantia3. agreement .

Why? Here is a plausible answer . When making
holistic evaluations, those with strong points of view tend
to concentrate on those aspects of the entities being evaluated 

-

that most strongly engage their biases. The multi-attribute
proced ure does not permit this; it separates judgment of the
importance of a dimension from judgment of where a particular
entity falls on that dimension. These applications varied
on eight dimensions relevant to the environmentalists-
versus—builders arguments. While these two views may cause
different thoughts about how good a particular level of
performance on some dimensions may be, evaluation on other
dimensions will be more or less independent of viewpoint.
Aqrs—nt about those other dimension s tends to reduce the
impact of disagre ement on controversial dimensions . That is,
multi—attr ibute utility measurement procedures do not foster
an opportunity for any one or two dimensions to b come so

27
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PANEL A: Msen worth for sech group ie s-function of permit number
based on holistic 1ud~n.nts of worth.
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salient that they emphasize existing sources of conflict and
disagreement. Multi-attribute utility measurement cannot
and should not eliminate all disagreement, however; such
conflicts are genuine, and any value measurement procedure
should respect and so reflect them. Still, in spite of
disagreement, social decisions must be made. How?

I distinguish between two kinds of disagree-
ments. Disagreements at Step 8 seem to me to be essentially
like disagreements among different thermometers measuring
the same temperature. If they are not too large, one has
little compunction about taking an average. If they are,

- then one is likely to suspect that some of the thermometers
are not working properly and to discard their readings. In
general, I think that judgmentally determined location
measures should reflect expertise and, typically, I would
expect different value dimensions to require different kinds
of expertise and therefore different experts. In some
practical contexts, one can avoid the problem of disagree-
ment at Step 8 entirely by the simple expedient of asking
only the best available expert for each dimension to make
judgments about that dimension.

Disagreement at Steps 5 and 6 are another matter.
These seem to me to be the essence of conflicting values,
and I wish to respec t them as much as possible. For that
reason, the judges who perform Steps 5 and 6 should be
either the decison-maker (s) or well-chosen representatives.
Considerable discussion, persuasion, and information exchange ;
should be used in an attempt to reduce the disagreements as
much as possible. At the least, this process offers a clear
definition of the rul es of debate and an orderly way to

- - proceed from information and data, to values, to decisions.

Even this will seldom reduce disagreements
entirely, however. The next two examples will suggest ways

— to proceed further.
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3.1.2 Comment: A public technology for land use
management - I conclude this example with a rather visionary
discussion of how agencies responsible for land use manage-
ment could carry out the task of land use management by
fully exploiting SMART or some similar value measurement
technique .

The statutes would define, at least to some
degree, the appropriate dimensions of value, as they do now.
They might, but probably should not, specify limits on the
importance weights attached to these dimensions. They might
and perhaps should specify boundaries beyond which no value
could go in the undesirable direction.

: The main functions of the regulatory agency
would be four: 1) to specify measurement methods for each
value dimension (with utility functions or other methods for
making the necessary transformations at Step 8); 2) to
specify importance weights; 3) to define one or more bounds
not specified by statute on specific dimensions; and 4) to
hear appeals.

The regulatory agency could afford to spend
enormous amounts of time and effort on its first two functions,
specification of measurement methods and of importance
weights. Value considerations, political considerations,
views of competing constituencies and advocates, the arts of
logrolling and compromise--all would come into play. Public
hearing s would be held, with elaborate and extensive debate
and full airing of all relevant issues and points of view.

The regulatory agency would have further respon-
sibilities in dealing with measurement methods for wholly or
partly subjective value dimensions . since such measureme nts
must be judgments, the regulatory agency must mak. sure tha t

30
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the judgments are impartial and fair. This could b done by
I - 

having staff members make them, or by offering the planner a
list of agency-approved impartial experts, or by mediating
among or selecting from the conflicting views of experts
selected by those with stakes in the decision, or by some
combination of these methods. I consider the first two of
these approaches to be most desirable, but recognize that

* the third or fourth may be inevitable.

The reason why the costs of prolonged and inten-
sive study of measurement methods and of importance weights
could be borne is that they would recur infrequently. Once
agreed-on measurement methods and importance weights had

been “hammered out,” most case-by-case decisions would be
automatically made by means of them. Only in response to
changed political and social circumstanceR or changed tech-
nology would reconsideration of the agreed-on measurement
methods and importance weights be necessary, and even such
reconsiderations would be likely to be partial rather than
complete. They would, of course, occur; times do change,
public tastes and values change, and technologies change.
Those seeking appropriate elective offices could campaign
for such changes; an election platform consisting in part of
a list of numerical importance weights would be a refreshing

f novelty~ -~~

The decision rules would , of course, be public
knowledge. That fact probably would be the most cost-saving
aspect of this whole approach. Would-be developers and
builders would not waste their time and money preparing
plans that they could easily calculate to be unacceptc.ble.
Instead,, they would prepare acceptable plans front the out-
set. Once a plan had been prepared and submitted to the
regulatory agency , its evaluation would consist of little
more than a check that the plann er ’ s measurements and

S
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arithmetic had been done correctly. Delay from submission to
— approval need be no more than a few days.

Changes in the decision rules can be and should
be as explicit as the rules themselves. Such explicitness
would permit regulators and those regulated alike to know
exactly what current regulatory policies are and, if they
have changed, how and how much. Such knowledge would greatly
facilitate both enlightened citizen participation in deciding
on policy changes and swift, precise adaptation of those
regulated to such changes once they have taken effect.

In short, multi—attribute utility measurement
allows value conflicts bearing on social decisions to be
fought out and resolved at the level of decision rules
rather than at the level of individual decisions. Such
decision rules , once specified , define and thus remove
nearly all ambiguity from regulatory policy without impairing
society’s freedom to modify policies in response to changing
conditions. Possible savings in financial and social costs ,
delays, frustrations, and so on are incalculable, but cost
reduction in dollars alone could be 90% or more.

The idea of resolving value conflicts at the
level of decision rules rather than at the level of individual
decision s may have the potential of revolutiona ry impact on
land use management and many other public decision contexts
as well. ~ny new idea is bound to b full of unexpected
consequences, traps , and surprises. Por a while, therefore ,
the wise innovator would want to run old and new systems in
parallel, compare performance of the two, and build up

— experienc, with the new system. A good mechanism might be
to define an upper and lower bound, with automatic accep-
tance above the upper bound, automatic rejection below the
lower one, and hearings in between. That would provide a
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convenient administrative device for operation of such
I ~ parallel procedures. Initially the upper bound could be

very high and the lower bound very low so that most cases
would fall in between and be handled by the traditional
hearing mechanism. A candidate number for the lower bound,
at least initially, is the utility of the do nothing (i.e.,
status quo) alternative, for obvious reasons. If what the
applicant wants is not clearly better than the status quo,
why does he deserve a hearing? As experience and confidence
in the multi-attribute utility measurement system develop ,
the two bounds can be moved toward each other , so that more
and more cases are handled automatically rather than by
means of hearings. This process need work no hardship on
any rejected applicant; he can always appeal, accepting the
delays, costs, and risk of losing implicit in the hearing
process rather than the cost of upgrading his plan. And the
regulatory agency, by moving the boundaries, can in effect
control its case load and thus gradually shorten the frequently
inordinate delays of current procedures.

At present, I know of no public context in which
even limited experimentation with these methods is occurring.
But I have hopes.

3.2 Example 2: Planning a Government Research Program

-~~ 
- The Office of Child Development (OCD) of the U.S.

-~~ - _ Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has a variety
of re sponsibilities . Perhaps the larg est is the operation
of Project Head Start , a very larg e program for facilitating
the development of pre-school. children that is not included
in this example. But it also sponsors a research program
concerned with methods for promoting child welfare, for
dealing with specific problems of children, and the like.
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In the fall of 1972, OCD was faced with the task of
planning its research program for fiscal 1974, which began
on July 1, 1973. Guidance from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare indicated that this research program,
unlike its predecessors, would have to be justified by means
of some assessment of its costs and benefits. While OCD
staff members knew how to assess the cost of a research
program, they had considerable difficulty in thinking about
how to assess its benefits in quantitative form. So a team
consisting of Marcia Gutt.ntag, Kurt Snapper , and me were
brought in as consultants, to work primarily with John Busa
of OCD on the analysis. Dr. Guttentag is an expert at
social psychological work in general and evaluation research
in particular. Dr. Snapper moved to Washington at the
beginning of 1973 to work on the OCD project full-time.
Without his energy , imagination, and adaptability, the
project could never have reached its successful conclusion.
A fuller report of this project has been published by Gutten—
tag and Snapper (1974).

3.2.1 Procedure - The ten—step process specified
earlier in this paper was used. Initially, we assumed that
the organization whose utilities were to be maximized was
OCO. We later learned that this was a considerable oversim-
plification. Initially, we assumed that the entities to be
evaluated war. proposed rosearch programs; this initial
assumption, too, turned out to b excessively simplistic.

~ 2L.i To carry out Step 4, OCD assembled for
two days a face-to-face group of some 15 people, consisting
of OCD administrators and staff , both from Washington and
frcm O~D field offices all over th. country, plus several
academic experts on child development. At my insistence,
the value dimensions were segregated into two lists, one
concerned with benefits to children and families and the
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other concerned with benefits to OCD as an organization.
My reason for the distinction is that in previous applica-
tions of the method, I had found that dimensions that were
in fact concerned with organizational survival and growth
were frequently encoded in language that sounded as though
they referred to fulfillment of the organizational mission;
organizations are often unwilling to admit the importance of
survival and growth in controlling their decisions. Thus,
for example, a dimension that in fact was, “Enhance the
impact of OCD on federal programs related to child health”
might appear as, “Promote child health.” It seemed to me
that a clearer picture of OCD’s actual values could be
obtained if the values associated with organizational sur—
vival and growth were segregated from those concerned with
fulfillment of its mission, so that each class of values
could be dealt with separately.

Initial lists of value dimensions (called goals
or criteria to facilitate communication with the respondents)
in each of the two groups were elicited by inviting the
participants to state those goals; each list ended up with
about 35—40 goals on it. A major task was then to pare the
lists. Early elimination s were easy because some of the
goals were simply restatements of others in slightly different
language or because everyone agreed thet a particular goal
was not important enough to be worth considering or was not
relevant to designing a research program. Later, more
difficult paring of the lists was accomplished by having
each participant rank-order the impor tanc es of the goals in
each list s.pa rately, and then proposing goals that were low
on most rank orders for deletion . This process produced
many d letions; more important, it produced extremely searching
and sophisticated discussions of just what each goal meant,

- 

- . how it related to other goals, and wMt sort of research or
- ~~~~~~~~~~~ other action might serve it. These discussions combined with
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the social effects of face—to—face interaction to produce
considerably more agreement about the meanings of the various
goals and their relative importances than would have occurred
otherwise, though, of course , the agreement was very far
from complete.

Steps 5 and 6. Each participant in the process
wa s then asked to perform Steps 5 and 6 individually. All
13 forms were returned with usable ratings. A few more
goals were eliminated on the basis of these ratings, essen-
tially on the argument that they contributed 5% or less to
total importance, and respondents seemed rather well-agreed
on their low level of importance. Of course, with all the
low—rating dimensions eliminated at various stages along the
way, the remaining high—importance dimensions showed considerable
interpersonal disagreement. Careful analysis showed that
disagreement was not systematically related to the race,
sex, or organizational locus of the respondent.

The Acting Director of OCD assigned final impor-
J tance weights, mostly in good agreement with the means of

the 13 respondents. He also made j udgments relating impor-
tanc e weights acros s the two lists, values to children and
families, and values to OCD. These ju dgments permitted the
consolidation of those two lists , with their separate impor-
tance weights, into one list s

Crit er ion A ( Importanc e weight — .007)

The extant to which a recosmended activity is likely
to foster service continuity /coordination and elimina-
tion of fragmentation, or is likely to contribute to
this goal.
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Criterion B (Importance weight — .145) -

The extent to which a recomeiended activity represents
an investment in a prototypical and/or high-leverage
activity, or ~is likely to contribute to the development
of prototypical/high-leverag, programs.

Criterion C (Importance weight — .061)

The extent to which a recoem.nded activity increases
or is likely to contribute to an increase in families ’
sense of efficacy and their ability to obtain and use
resources necessary for the healthy development of
children.

‘.4
Criterion D (Importance weight — .052)

The extent to which a recoemended activity is likely
to increase the probability that children will acquire
the skills necessary for successful performance of
adult roles, or is likely to contribute to that goal.

Criterion E (Importance weight — .036)

Ths extent to which a rsoos’ *ndid activity i. likely
to contribute to asking the public and institutions
more sensitive to the developmental need. of children .

Criterion P (Importance weight — .040)

The extent to which a rscaemsn4sd activity is likely
to promota the individualization of services or programs,
or is likely to contr ibute to this goal.
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_ _
Criterion G (Importance weight — .043)

The extent to which a recoimaended activity is likely
to stimulate the development of pluralistic child care
delivery systems that provide for parenta l choice, or
is likely to contribute to the expansion of such systems.

Criterion H (Importance weight — .014)

The extent to which a recomeended activity is likely
to promote self—resp ect and mutual regard among children

j from diverse racial, cultural, class , and ethnic back-
grounds, or is likely to contribute to this goal.

•

1

Criterion I (Importance weight — .009)

The extent to which a recomended activity is likely
to result in effective interagency coordination at
federal, state, and local levels, or is likely to
contribute to th is goal .

Criterion J ( Importance weight — .160)

The extent to which a recomeended activity is consonant
with administration and departmental policies and
philosophy , or reflects prevailing public and social
thinking.

Criterion X (Importance weight — .120)

The extent to which a reoo snded activit y is likely
to make public leadership more sensitive to the needs
of children.

‘I
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Criterion L (Importance weight — .145) -

The extent to which a recomended activity is likely
to influence national child care policy in a positive
way.

Criterion M ( Importance weight — .032)

The extent to which a recomended activity is capable
of rational explication, that is, the extent to which
it represents a logical extension of past results and
conclusions, is indicated on theoretical grounds, or

4 fulfills prior comitments.

Criterion N (Importance weight — .129)

The extent to which a recounended activity is likely
to produce tangible, short-term results, that is, the
extent to which it is likely to produce or contribute
to the production of solid conclusions, benefits, or
results within a relatively short period of time.

The dimensions had acquired considerably more careful definitions
along the way. Of the five criteria receiving weights of
.10 or more, four came from the values to OCO rather than
the values to children and families list. And even Criterion
B, which, in fact, was on the values-to—children-and-families
list, might have been on the other list as well. These
findings should be no surprise to students of administrative
and bureaucratic decision-asking. They should, however,
give researchers reason to pause for thought. Especially
interesting was the fate of on. goal that had appeared on
the first list of values to children and familiess “Contribute
to knowledge expansion and/or use of knowledge for program
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I
planning.0 This was easily eliminated as relatively unimportant.
At the time, I found its elimination baffling, since I had
been told that the goal of the exercise was to evaluate 

-

research proposals. As it turned out, this was not the goal
of the exercise; I had failed to perform Step 3 properly.
Moveover, OCD is an organization interested in applying
knowledge to problems . Its programs are mostly action-
oriented. New knowledge is important only if it can lead to
more effective action. Consequently, the value of new
knowledge should derive from its contribution to action
goals. Thus , the elimination of a goal that in effect
valued knowledge for its own sake was consistent with the
basic mission and value structure of OCD.

~.t!Li . When this project started, I had supposed that
OCD received a flow of research proposals, and that we were 

—

to develop a method of deciding which ones to implement or
fund. That was naive of mel Actually, OCD projects start
as statements of research priorities or as Requests for
Proposals. The question of what we were trying to evaluate
might have been much better handled if I had understood
better at the time how the process by which OCD generate s
its research program differs from the process by which sane
other HEW agencies , such as the Nationa l Institutes of
Health, generate theirs.

Still, we supposed that we were trying to evaluate
specific research activities. So we set out to cre ate a
list of activities to evaluate. Suggested research pro jects
c~~~ from many sources. Major reports to OCD and NEW were
s’~~~-rised, and their reco endations were restated, where

appropriate, a. research projects • Recoemandations were
obtained fro. many ~emb.rs of the OCD Staff, from the office
of Assistant $ cretary for Planning and Evaluation in HEW,
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and many other interested government and privat, groups.
Several hundred recommendations were assembled, combined ,
and refined as a result of this process . For specificity, a
proposed duration and cost was attached to each. Most of
these were in the range of 1 to 3 years and $50,000 to
$1,500,000.

Step 8. Informal screening was used to reduce
the output of Step 3 to a smaller and more manageable set;
ultimately, 56 research recommendations were carried through
the entire analysis. Each of these 56 recommendations was
independently scaled on each of the 13 dimensions of value
by three members of the OCD staff , 56 x 13 x 3 — 2184 judgments
in all. Inter-judge reliability was generally quite good,
considerably higher than it had been for the importance
weights, and quite high enough so that we had no compunction
about taking th. average over the 3 judges as the scale
value for each research project on each dimension . The
projects scattered out well over each dimension. For example,
for dimension H the rang. was from 880 to 260; for dimension
3 the range was from 470 to 25.

Step 9. Calculation of utilities for each
reccne ndation required no more than multiplication and
addition. The range of aggregate utilities for the 56
research reccmesndatjons was from about 550 to about 200,
and the distribution was well spread out over that range;
the mean was 369 and the standard deviation of the the 56
utility values (on the scale) was about 71.5. For convenience,
the scale was stretch ed out by a linear transformation so
that the lowest aggregate utility was 0 and the highest was
1000. ~~ this new scale , the mean was 483 and the standard
deviation was 204.
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The next step, since we wanted to look at benef it-
to—cost ratios, was to see if the utility scale had a locatable
true zero point. The Acting Director of OCD was asked
whether there were any projects on the list that he would
not wish to have OCD sponsor even if they were free . There
were 10 such projects . A cutting score of 295 (on the 0-to-
1000 rescaled utility function) identified them with only
one inversion . So 295 was adopted as the zero point of the
0—to—1000 utility scale (which thus became a O—to—705 scale);
projects falling below that score were dropped from consideration,
and benefit—to—cost ratios were calculated for the rest.
Ordering in cost-benefit ratio of course differed from
ordering in benefits alone.

Step 10. Our failure to perform Step 3 properly
now caught up with us. The process by which we had produced
proposed research topics was casual and ad hoc, and the
results showed it. The proposed topics did not cover all
important substantive areas of research on child development
and were not well formulated with respect to the topics they
did cover. Moreover, by this time we had a somewhat better
understanding of what role the evaluative machine ry we had
developed could serve. It was not well designed to evaluate
specific research projects, but it could evaluate higher-
order questions having to do with dirictions in which research
programs might go •

$tec 3 again. Working with OCD scientists, we
j ointly developed a comprehensive taxonomy of research
areas, taking into account those that had been omitted as
well as the.. that had been included in the previous list of
research projects. This producsd a short list of general
research foci that subsumed most of the previously generated
specif is projects.
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Step 10 again. Using only the five value dimensions
with highest weights, each general research focus was evaluated.
A rough rule-of-thumb was proposed: each research focus
should receive a portion of the available funds proportional
to its utility. The acting Director of OCD, with value
dimensions in hand but initially without utilities of the
research areas , made a tentative allocation of funds. This
allocation was compared with the result of the rule—of—
thumb. The relationship was close, though not perfect . So
the Acting Director reduced the funding of areas that received
too much by that rule-of-thumb and increased the funding of
areas that received too little. A comparison of the 1973
with the 1974 research budget allocations clearly shows that
changes did occur in these directions and in amounts close - 

-

to those suggested by the rule-of-thumb.

3.2 .2 Conclusion - In retrospect , the most serious
deficiency of the procedure was failure to perform steps
1,2, and 3 in time. Step 1 caused difficulties; not only the
values of OCD, but also those of reviewing organizations
within DREW were relevant and should have been ascertained.
Hut the most important failure was that the procedures for
performing Step 3 were hasty and ad hoc, and resulted in
unsatisfactory lists of research r’ecommendations . This
failure ultimately forced the decision process to a much
higher level of abstraction, at which broad research areas
rather than specific projects were evaluated.

While this was not what we had originally had in
mind, it may have served OCD veil. The value dimensions
originally elicited from OCD staff members and others were
not particularly appropriate to evaluating specific research
projects. They did not address such questions as the feasibility - 

-

of the project, the extent to which it related to what had
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already been done, the extent to which it advanced knowledge
in some significant areas, and so on. On the other hand,
those dimensions did address the question , “What do OCD
staff members value?” So they are more appropriate for broad
program mAtic guidance than for evaluating specific projects .
It would have been an interesting and valuable exercise in
using hierarchical value structures to develop a second
evaluative mechanism suitable for evaluating specific responses
to statements of OCD research priorities or Requests for
Proposals. Such an evaluative mechanism should measure
congruence of the responses with OCD’s broad values as
reflected in the requests that stimulated them while at the
same time measuring the congruence of those responses with

-
~ the general criteria one uses to evaluate social-science

• research projects . But we were not asked to do that .

The method used to obtain value dimensions and
importance weights seemed to work well in a technical sense .
The extensive use of group discussion , interspersed with
ratings and re—ratings , considerably enhanced OCD’s awareness
both of its own value and of value conflicts within its
staff , and in the process did much to reduce those conflicts.
In retrospect, this was th. most important and useful outcome
of the project.

The finding of relatively high reliability of
location measures, even on these very abstractly defined
dimensions and with rather poorly defined research projects,
was expected but gratifying. Location measurement is a
matter for expertise, and these judges were experts in the
field. Both the ease with which a true zero point for
utility was defined, and its precision, were surprising.
One technical reason for this success was that six obviously
unattractive proposed research proj ects were carried through
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the analysis, rather than being eliminated in the prescreening
of proposed projects. The presence of these on the final
list helped considerably in locating the true zero point.
Happily, a] ]. six fell, below it. A second and less interesting

I reason for the precision of the zero point may well have
-
~~~ been that only one respondent was asked to make that particular

set of j udgments.

The difficulties at the decision stage resulted,
of course , directly from the failure to define the decision
options clearly enough and early enough. That’s one mistake
I believe I have learned not to make again.

3.3 Example 3: Indices of Water Quality

The work snimnArized in this example was performed by
Dr. Michael F. O’Connor as his Ph.D. thesis (1972) .

In 1968, the U.S. National Sanitation Foundation (known
as NSF, but not to be confused with the National Science

-
~ 

Foundation) published an index based on an additive combination
( of measures of nine parameters of water quality. The j udgments

were collected from more than 70 water quality experts.
However, the index did not distinguish among possible uses
of water and so left unanswered the question of whether
different indices might be appropriate for different purposes.
O’Connor set out to answer that question by developing two
different indices. One describ.d the quality of a surface
body of water, treated as necessary, to be used as a public
water supply. The other described the quality of a surface
body of untreated water from the point of view of its ability
to sustain a fish and wildlife population . These two uses
will be abbreviat d Pu S (public water supply) and YAWL (fish
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and wildlife) respectively. O’Connor’s approach was to
develop multi-attribute utility mádels for each use and then
to examine the relationship between these models. At least
moderate correlations were inevitable, but absence of very
high correlations would indicate that at least two indices
of water quality were needed .

3.3.1 Procedure — Eight experts on water quality
located all over the country were the subjects. Four were
university professors; others were officials in organizations —

responsible for water supplies.

Initially, 36 parameters of water were selected.
In a mailed questionnaire, th. experts were asked to rate - -

the importance of each parameter for each of the two uses on - 

-

a l—to—lOO scale by assigning 100 to the most important
3 parameter and rating others relative to that parameter. (A

variant on my proposed procedure, this one has the advantage
that experts usually agree better on what is most important
than on what is least important; but it also has the disadvantage
of making it more difficult to preserve the ratio properties
of the weight estimates.) 

j
In a follow—up visit, each expert selected a

subset ( twelve or so) of the original 36 parameters and re-
rated the importanc es of those he had selected . He also
drew a function relating th. relevant physical parameter
continuum (e.g., pH) to quality, the function was required
to have its maximum at 100 and its minimum at 0.

the basis of the results of this visit, a
second questionnaire, feeding beck the results from other
experts and asking for a re—rating of isiportances, was sent
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out. It was followed by a second visit. For the second
visit, the list of parameters was reduced to 17 for PWS and
11 for YAWL, in part by deletion of parameters considered by
still other experts to be redundant with some that were
retained. The main goal of the second visit was to achieve
consensus on both importances and functions relating parameters
to quality. The main tool used for this purpose was displays
of all j udgments obtained f rom questionnaire 2 and of average
weights and functions. No expert objected to the parameter
deletions; indeed, during the second visit four more parameters
were deleted from the PWS list and two from the YAWL list.
Table 3 shows the final parameters and normalized average
importance weights. Most of the judges were willing to
accept the average functions relating each physical parameter
to quality as adequately representative of their own opinions
but were much less willing to accept the average weights.
The final functions, relating water quality to physical
parameters and averaged ov.r experts, were also accepted by
most experts.

A final procedure consisted of preparing a
number of imaginary water samples, described by parameter
values on the relevant dimensions. Each expert was told the
parame ter s of the sample, the scaled values of P118 and YAWL
developed from the averaged data , those obtained f rom the
expert ’ s own weights combined with the average curv es, and
how th. sample would score on the previously developed NB?
index of water quality. Experts were invited to inspect
these indices for the sam. use were very highly correlated;
the lowest correlation between an average index and one
prepared from an individual expert ’. judgments was .922 , and
when he changed scm. judgment, the correlation ros, to • 956.
Inter-correlations among Pill, YAWL, and the earlier NI?

S
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I
PWS FAWL

NORMALIZED NORMALIZED
PARAMETER WEIGHTS PARAMETER WEIGHTS

FECAL COLIFORMS .171 DISSOLVE!) OXYGEN .206
PHENOLS .104 TEMPERATURE .169
DISSOLVED SOLIDS .084 ~H .142

.079 PHENOLS .099
FLUORIDES .079 TURBIDITY .088
HARDNESS .077 AMMONIA .084
NITRATES .070 DISSOLVED SOLIDS .074
CHLORIDES .060 NITRATES .074
ALKALINITY .058 PHOSPHATES .064
TURBIDITY .058
DISSOLVED OXYGEN .056

• COLOR .054
SULFATES .050 

__________________________ -

TABLE 2s FINAL PARAMETERS CHOSEN FOR INCLUSION
IN THE PWS AND FAWI . INDICES
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index were moderate, generally in the range from .6 to .8.
Clearl y, us. dons make a difference ; a single water quality
index is not good enough.

Linear approximations to the average curves were
tried and generally produced very high correlations (e.g. ,
.968) with the indices based on the average curves. An
exception arose for certain water samples (chosen for realism)
and the YAWL index, where the linear approximation produced
correlations in the .70 region with the nonlinear index.
This exception resulted from bad fits between the nonlinear
function and it. linear approximation for phosphates, turbidity,
and dissolved solids, all of which were highly viable in the
realistic water samples.

3.3.2 Cosments - Most of the rather forceful methods
used to obtain agreement in this study were necessary because
of shortage of time with each expert and lack of opportunity
for face—to—face discussion among the experts . While this
procedure is not well d.signed to make experts feel happy

- ‘1 with the final outcome, it did produce P118 and YAWL indices
that seam serviceable for most purposes and that are clearl y
different. Face-to—f ace procedures would probably have
produced very similar results but would have left the experts
feeling happ ier about the indices finally developed.

O’connor had considerable difficulty in getting
his experts to understand the importance weighting method be
used. It is unclear whether the difficulties were caused by
shortag. of tin, to explain and practice , or by the method
itself; I suspect both.

Experts and O’connor himself had difficulties
with the additiv, model. ~~e difficulty had to do with
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toxic substances, such as pesticides. Both indices were
made conditional on absenc e on these substances ; their
inclusion in even rather small concentrations would have
made the water of unacceptably low quality, in the opinion
of these respondents.

The other difficulty ii more instructive. Both
pH and fecal coliforms were important for P118, but fecal
coliforms were more than twice as important as pM. But low
pH values (i.e., acid water) will kill the fecal coliforms
and so may actually increa se water quality . This relationship ,
so far, is clearly an instance of environmental correlation ,
not of violation of the underlying additive value model.
However, a pH as low as 3.0 produces a water so unsatisfactory
as an input to P118 that its quality is zero regardless of
its merits on th. other dimensions. Consequently, at this
low pH level, the additive value model is violated. O’Connor
handled this problem by using the additive model above 3.0
pH, and defining any water with pM of 3.0 or lower to have
quality 0 for Pill . This definition produces an ugly discontinuity
in the model but is othe rwise unimportant since a pH of 3 • 0
or anywhere near it is rare indeed in water being considered
as input to P118.
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- 4.0 CONCWSION

This paper has reviewed three att empts in more-or-less
applied settings to use multi-attribute utility measurement
with a number of expert respondents. Three very different
approaches to the problem of interpersonal disagreement are
illustrated by the three examples. All seem to work.
Compering them, I feel that the procedure that used face—to —
face discussion most heavily (the OCD example) was most
successful in producing agreement; procedures depending on
written or verbal feedback of other experts ’ j udgments were
clearly less so.

All three examples underline, in my view, the importance
of simplicity in elicitation proc.du~res. Amounts of respondent
time ranged from a minimum of six hours to a maximum of two
days per resp ondent in these examples; that is simply too
short a tim, to teach any expert how to make sophisticated
judgments about preferences among imaginary bets , and then
collect a useful set of judgments from him, especially if a
great deal of that time is taken up, as it should be, with
discussion between him and other experts about the substantive
issues lying behind the judgments.

So important dons this issue of simplicity seem to me
that our next major study will examine the following questions
How well can a multi—attribute utility measurement procedure
do by using an additive model, linear single-dimension
utility functions for monotonic dimensions, and importance
weights of 1, 0, and —l cnly~ Th. literature on unit weighting
in multiple regression Daives and Corrigan (1974) ; u nborn
and Nogarth (l975)J suggest. that unit weighting may work
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surprisingly well, as does the literature on combining -

subtests (Wilks , 1938). I expect that high negative environm ental 
-

- correla tion s among dimensions of value can make such an
- approximation too simple. Still, if such an approximation is

not too bad, what an enormous simplification of elicitation
- 

methods it offers us!
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disagreements about values, individual differences in relevant expertise,
existing social structures for making public decisions, and problems of
feasibility.

~Multi,.attributs utility measurement can spell out explicitly what
the values of each participant (decision—maker , expert , pressure group,
government, etc.) are, show how much they differ, and in the process can

this technology ;ermits regulatory or aa L i  trac? 
The exploitation of

a n a ye agencies and other
(public decision—asking organizations to shift their attention f rose
/ specific actions to the values thes. actions serve and the decision—
I making mechanis ms that implement these values .

paper is structured around three examples . One is land use
management ; the specific example will be a study aimed at the decision

fornia Coastal Comeission . e decision—making body
ass is a rag atory agency a a wide variety of social

from those with stakes in its actions.

second example is concerned with administrative decision—
elaking ,specifically , with the process that the Office of Child Devel—

f’~~i~it~~f the U.S. Department of Health , Education , and Welfare used to( develop its research program for the 1974 fiscal year.

third example is more abstract; it concerns an attempt to
develop a consensus among disagreeing experts on water quality about a
measure of the merits of various water sources for two purpose the
input , before treatment , to a public water supply , and an
for fish and wildlife .
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